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	Enterprise JavaBeans (3rd Edition), 9780596002268 (0596002262), O'Reilly, 2001
EnterpriseJavaBeans, 3rd     edition, has been thoroughly revised to include complete coverage of three     major changes in the EJB 2.0 specification: A new version of     container-managed persistence; local interfaces; and a totally new kind of     bean called the "message driven bean." The 3rd edition also contains an     architecture overview, information on resource management and primary     services, design strategies, and XML deployment descriptors.

This book explains and demonstrates the fundamentals of the Enterprise JavaBeans 2.0 and 1.1 architectures. Although EJB makes distributed computing much simpler, it is still a complex technology that requires a great deal of time and study to master. This book provides a straightforward, no-nonsense explanation of the underlying technology, Java classes and interfaces, component model, and runtime behavior of Enterprise JavaBeans. It includes material that is backward-compatible with EJB 1.1 and provides special notes and chapters when there are significant differences between 1.1 and 2.0. 

Although this book focuses on the fundamentals, it's not a "dummies" book. Enterprise JavaBeans is an extremely complex and ambitious enterprise technology. While using EJB may be fairly simple, the amount of work required to truly understand and master EJB is significant. Before reading this book, you should be fluent in the Java language and have some practical experience developing business solutions. Experience with distributed object systems is not a must, but you will need some experience with JDBC (or at least an understanding of the basics) to follow the examples in this book. If you are unfamiliar with the Java language, I recommend  Learning Java™ by Patrick Niemeyer and Jonathan Knudsen; this book was formerly Exploring Java™ (O'Reilly). If you are unfamiliar with JDBC, I recommend Database Programming with JDBC™ and Java™ by George Reese (O'Reilly). If you need a stronger background in distributed computing, I recommend Java™ Distributed Computing by Jim Farley (O'Reilly). 
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Sparrow iOS Game Framework, Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	Create mobile games for iOS devices with the Sparrow iOS game framework


	About This Book

	
		Learn the principles of Game Mechanics and implement them with Sparrow's powerful framework
	
		Build an entire game throughout the course of the book
	
		This is a practical guide with...



		

Empiricism and Philosophy of Physics (Synthese Library, 434)Springer, 2021

	
		This book presents a thoroughly empiricist account of physics. By providing an overview of the development of empiricism from Ockham to van Fraassen the book lays the foundation for its own version of empiricism. Empiricism for the author consists of three ideas: nominalism, i.e. dismissing second order quantification as unnecessary,...



		

User-Centered Web DesignAddison Wesley, 2001
The most effective web sites are those that can attract and keep customers by being user-friendly and easy to navigate -- using a web site is a discretionary activity, where the user is king and can easily move elsewhere if presented with ambiguities or confusing options. Web sites MUST be designed with the user as the primary concern if they are...




	

Christianity and World Religions: Disputed Questions in the Theology of ReligionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
An engaging and accessible introduction to Christianity’s relationship with other world religions, addressing the questions of why the reality, and vitality, of other religions has become a challenge, and showing how Christianity is equipped to deal with religious plurality at both the doctrinal and social level. 
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GIS for Web Developers: Adding 'Where' to Your Web ApplicationsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2007

	
		There is a hidden revolution going on: geography is moving from niche to the mainstream. News reports routinely include maps and satellite images. More and more pieces of equipment cell phones, cars, computers now contain Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers. Many of the major database vendors have made geographic data types...



		

The Design and Analysis of Parallel AlgorithmsOxford University Press, 1993

	This text for students and professionals in computer science provides a valuable overview of current knowledge concerning parallel algorithms. These computer operations have recently acquired increased importance due to their ability to enhance the power of computers by permitting multiple processors to work on different parts of a problem...
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